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Abstract 

This thesis focuses on the role of nonhumans in the process of value production on social media 

platforms. In particular, we investigate the relation between algorithm based sorting 

mechanisms and human work, here exemplified by the role of a hashtag in social media users’ 

production of identity. Previous research has shown that social media users produce identity by 

organising web material into coherent narratives. As suggested by Marxist media scholars 

(Fuchs, 2014; Bolin, 2011), such organising of material can be perceived as a value generating 

work process. However, little research has explored how hashtags, and other digital nonhuman 

actors, are involved in this process. The ambition of this study is therefore to enable a closer 

understanding of hastags’ relation to value producing organisational work. To do this we have 

selected a specific case to analyse; the hashtag rockasockorna – a Swedish version of the 

American hashtag rockthesocks.  

Our empirical material consists of a quantitative data set, collected with aid of a statistical 

analysis software (hashtracking.com), as well as two qualitative ethnographic case studies on 

the two statistically most influential users. To analyse the material we use a methodological 

approach based on Bruno Latour’s (2005) Actor Network Theory. Primarily, the approach is 

inspired by Latour’s concept of the circulating reference (1999), meaning that relations 

described in the qualitative material are gradually reduced into a generalised model. The model 

suggests that the hashtag takes a position of what we refer to as a “quasi consumer”, an imitator 

of human organisational work. In the paper’s final section the results are brought into dialogue 

with contemporary Marxist value theory. We argue that existing literature tends to neglect the 

aspect of nonhumans as consumers, and thus further research should investigate the 

implications of nonhuman consumption.  

 
 

 

Keywords: #rockasockorna, ANT, Consumption, Digital media, Hashtag, Nonhuman, 
Organisational work, Prosumption, SNS, Social media, Twitter, Value. 
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Introduction  

The main interest of this thesis is to investigate the role of digital technology in online 

production of identity. More specifically we investigate how humans and nonhumans (in this 

case, technology) work together to organise web material into coherent presentations, and how 

this, in turn, generates value.  

The way of living, and of shaping one’s identity, is in today an increasingly viral experience 

and has thereby become dependent on digital information technology. Studies have shown that 

social media users to a large extent shape and express their identities by organising artefacts 

into coherent narratives and concepts (Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Murthy, 2013). Even though most 

people experience their social media activity as a past time activity, it can also be perceived as a 

type of organisational work (Fuchs, 2014), that simultaneously produces information – and 

value. As users associate themselves with certain artefacts, such as hashtags, videos, and user 

profiles, the value ascribed to these artefacts changes accordingly. The phenomenon of value, as 

a by-product of self-production, can be seen in a number of recent societal events such as the 

#blacklivesmatter campaign, Nike’s #justdoit campaign, or #rockasockorna (twitter.com, 2015). 

In these events, multiple users mediate or acknowledge the same artefact as an expression of 

identity. As value arises out of users’ production and consumption of content on social media 

platforms, social media can be said to have become a means of production for symbolic and 

economic capital (Bolin, 2011). 

The concept of value on social media platforms has been a frequent subject of study. Even 

though perspectives vary, many share a common basis in a Marxian tradition where human 

work is regarded as the main source of value (Bolin, 2005; Fuchs, 2014; Kittler, 2009; Kjøsen, 

2013). Since users simultaneously produce information as they consume and organise media 

some researchers (Fuchs, 2014; Bolin, 2011; Smythe, 1960) have pointed out that consumption 

has come to take a productive position. This is especially crucial in the field of digital media. 

To conceptualise this, Christian Fuchs (2014) has suggested that consumption of media should 

be perceived, as “prosumption” – productive consumption. 

However, not only humans organise content on social networks, such work can also be 

performed by technological actors such as algorithm based sorting mechanisms. Fuchs (2014, 

p. 254) has pointed out that even though digital work is largely perceived as interaction 

between humans it can only be conducted together with technology. Social media users are thus 
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not only interacting with each other, but also with the platform, and the artefacts used in the 

process of producing identity. These nonhumans (the artefacts active in the process) sometimes 

take on almost human like “behaviours” as they organise material in ways similar to that of 

humans. Since the Marxian tradition regards only human work as value producing, a 

problematic arises as the distinction between human and nonhuman work is blurred.  

Whereas human users organise material in accordance with their personal preference, 

nonhumans often base their organising of material on mathematical calculating – so called 

algorithms. Algorithm based sorting mechanisms can be exemplified by the case of Twitter 

“hashtags”, that is tagging mechanisms which simultaneously organise and present their tags. 

Since hashtags are programmed to organise and present so called “top tweets”, they can be 

perceived as actors in the network. As Twitter has the power to influence the course of social 

and political events the hashtag holds a key role in making this possible (Murthy, 2013, p. 3). 

They can therefore be said to participate in the production of value in a way that is different 

from other, more traditional, means of production such as machines and tools. They are similar 

to human actors in the very result of their organisational work, yet their position in the 

production of value remains unclear. 

The social implications of algorithm based organisational work are seldom explicitly 

problematized in existing literature. Although both hashtags, online production of identity and 

digital value production have been thoroughly researched separately, we find that few studies 

problematize their relation. Hashtags are rarely viewed as work performing agents, especially 

when researching social media users’ production of symbolic and commercial value. Since 

most research on this matter take place within the field of media and communication studies, an 

explicitly sociological study may contribute with new perspectives on the role of nonhumans in 

digital media. We find that there is a need to deepen the understanding of nonhuman actors’ 

relation to the production of identity and value. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to 

investigate how nonhuman actors are related to value, as a by-product of identity producing 

organisational work. Thus, the research question of the study can be formulated as follows: 

What is the role of hashtags in the process of value producing 

organisational work?  

As an empirical material, we have selected a specific case as the basis of the study – the 

Swedish hashtag rockasockorna. #rockasockorna (translates to #rockthesocks) was a social 
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media campaign held on 20 March, 2015, primarily organised through Twitter. The campaign 

was held to pay tribute to human diversity and primarily in honour of people diagnosed with 

Down syndrome. Though the campaign only lasted for a single day, it managed to generate 

more than 6000 tweets. 

To approach this case, we have developed a theoretical framework inspired by Actor Network 

Theory (ANT), as defined by the French philosopher Bruno Latour (1999). Using this 

framework means that human as well as nonhuman actors, such as technological artefacts, are 

viewed as agents with influence on the course of social1 events. We thereby view the hashtag’s 

sorting mechanism as an actor, equal to the human actors of the network.  Primarily, we take 

hold of Latour’s concept of the circulating reference (Latour, 1999). The circulating reference 

was originally suggested as an approach to production of knowledge and science. It focuses on 

the process of turning reality into theory, describing it as a chain of gradual reduction. This 

reduction is, according to Latour (1999, p. 67) a type of organisational work which can be 

exercised by humans and nonhumans alike.  

We argue that such organisational work can be perceived as similar to Fuchs’ (2014, p. 245) 

concept of prosumption (that is, productive consumption), and that it thereby can be perceived 

as value generating. As this study focuses on the production of identity rather than science, we 

intend to apply Latour’s concepts to the case of social media. This means that we view the 

user’s activity as an ongoing reorganisation of an original reference. In order to make it more 

compatible with social media studies, we also complement Latour’s framework with the 

concepts of performance, interpretation and presentation, as defined in Öhman (2015). These 

concepts are here used to describe the dialectical process nature of the online production of self, 

and thereby allows us to illustrate the production of self as a dialogue, linking users together by 

mutual organisational work. This adds another dimension to the two-dimensional model of the 

circulating reference.  

Latour’s (1999) concept of the circulating reference can be said to serve both as a theoretical 

foundation of the study and as a model for our methodological approach. Following Latour’s 

analytical procedure, our empirical material from #rockasockorna is analysed through seven 

1 We are aware that the ANT perspective rejects the term ”social”. Since all objects can be said to have a social 
impact, the word loses its meaning. Such view is however in conflict with the Marxist tradition of value studies to 
which we wish to contribute.  
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steps of gradual reduction. These can in turn can be divided into three separate sections; a 

quantitative, a qualitative and finally a conceptual section. In the quantitative section a 

statistical data material is used to describe the general development of the hashtag and to target 

the users with the highest influence on its development. This data is collected with help from a 

social media analytics software – Hashtracking (hashtracking.com). Through this analysis the 

complexity of the study object is reduced into two specific cases, which in turn are subject to 

our qualitative observations. These consist of 22 hours of ethnographic observations. During 

the observations images and notes were collected to document the procedures. In the qualitative 

section the visual and textual material collected in the observations are presented as two 

coherent narratives, which we further reduce into a chain of elements in Latour’s sense (1999, 

p. 70). 

In the final, conceptual, section we continue to reduce the material by applying our theoretical 

perspectives. We thereby aim to expose the generalities of the procedures by reducing it to a 

model applicable to other social media cases. This model should be regarded as the generalised 

result of the study.  In the final section of the paper, we bring this model into dialogue with 

Marxist value studies in the field of digital media. In the next chapter we give an overview of 

the development of some of the core ideas within this field, and of how they have been used in 

contemporary research. 

Value in digital media 

As opposed to being merely an individual preference for an object, the sociological tradition 

generally views value as socially produced. Since most perspectives discussed in this review, 

(Fuchs, 2014; Bolin, 2011; Smythe, 1960) draw on Marxist value theory, the review begins 

with a short exposition of Marx’ (1954) basic concepts. We then draw the attention to the 

concept of consumption, as it has been introduced by scholars as Max Horkheimer (1972), 

Theodor Adorno (1941) and Pierre Bourdieu (1984). In the rest of the review we discuss how 

this concept has come to be used in media studies and also how it has developed in the digital 

age. Upon this follows a more general exposition of some relevant aspects of social media as a 

means of production of identity presented by Dana Boyd and Nicole Ellison (2007) as well as 

Alice Marwick (2010). In last section of the review we give some examples on how the Marxist 

tradition (primarily Kjøsen, 2013) has faced the development of social and interactive media.  
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Marxian value theory  

The Marxian value theory (Marx, 1954) views commodities (objects produced for the purpose 

of being sold at a market) as “crystalized labour”. The relation between different commodities 

is thereby the same as that between their producers. The value of an object can be measured by 

comparing the amount of necessary work put into its production process with the total amount 

of human work in society. Value is thus seen as a social, and a societal concept, as opposed to 

an individual preference. Marx (1954, p. 32) differs between two forms of value – use value 

and exchange value. The former refers to the utility of an object as it appears to an individual 

person, for instance the utility of a shuffle for someone who intends to dig a whole. Thus, not 

only commodities, but any object can have a use value. The latter, on the other hand, refers 

exclusively to commodities. Exchange value (or value as Marx refers to it [1984, p. 39]) is the 

value of an object as related to other objects. For instance, a book has the same utility (pleasure, 

knowledge etc.) regardless of what other books that are available. Its exchange value, on the 

other hand, will change as it is related to other objects. If one is to trade the book, one must 

know how much it’s worth in relation to other objects. Just as there are two forms of value, 

there are also two forms (or aspects) of human work (Marx, 1954, p. 34). In one aspect human 

work is concrete – carpentry, farming etc. That is, it has a concrete result in the shape of an 

object, with a use value. In another aspect work is abstract, a part of a societal workforce, and 

its result (the product) is thus viewed as a part of this societal workforce, and thereby holds an 

exchange value. 

The concept of consumption  

During the 20th century, Marxists such as Horkhemier (1972) and Adorno, (1941), have 

pointed out that consumption can also be seen as a form of value producing activity. While 

Marx viewed production as the driving force of capitalism the Frankfurt school scholars rather 

suggested that consumption should be seen as the core of 20th century capitalism. As mass 

media has become an industry in itself, later critical theory Marxists (Fuchs, 2013, p. 112) has 

pointed out that consumers are to be viewed as a form of slaves, forced into increasing 

consumption by the forces of capital. This view on consumption as a form of production is 

partly shared by sociologists who do not explicitly build on Marx, such as Pierre Bourdieu 

(1984). Bourdieu has, through his research, shown that the consumer simultaneously produces 

the commodity as a result of the practice of consumption: 
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[..] the consumer helps to produce the product he consumes, a labour of 

identification and decoding which, in the case of a work of art, may 

constitute the whole of the consumption and gratification, and which 

requires time and dispositions acquired over time.  (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 

100) 

As Bourdieu suggests in the quote above, a form of work is exercised when a commodity is 

consumed. Thus value is party produced by the consumer’s knowledge and decoding work. In 

one sense consumption can be argued to always result in production (Bolin, 2011, p. 33) and 

consumption and production can in this way be seen as a cycle rather than a start and an end, 

where products are constantly being transformed and re-valued through consumption. This can 

be compared with Fuchs’ (2014) concept of organisational work, or prosumption. The concept 

of prosumtion is the act of consuming and producing as one (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010, p. 14). 

So, while performing organisational work, the users of social network sites prosume new 

content, which in turn creates content for other users to prosume. The rise of the internet and 

this kind of collaborative production of content on social networking sites has arguable made 

the internet and social networking sites  the most predominant place of prosumption today 

(Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010, pp. 19-20). 

Fuchs (2013, pp. 111-112, 2014, p. 260) and Bolin (2011, p. 37) stresses that social media 

activity must be viewed as a twofold process, where the user simultaneously produces an 

abstract value (or exchange value) as he or she creates the concrete content (use value). Just as 

any labour, digital work is on the one hand producing a concrete result in the form of content, 

and on the other hand producing value, as a result of human work in itself. While social media 

users may enjoy the use value of each other’s work, it is however not turned into exchange 

value until in turn commoditised by advertisers. Therefore, Fuchs (2013, pp. 112, 120) argues 

that users of social media are exploited, as they do not receive any payment for their work, and 

yet are forced to participate in order to prevent social exclusion.  

Apart from the explicitly Marxian references, Fuchs’ perspective is partly inspired by the 

Canadian media scholar Dallas Smythe (1960), who parallel with the critical theory scholars, 

introduced the concept of audience labour. The concept refers to the labour that is performed 

by media consumers in order to be sold to advertisers. This means that consumers of mass 

media are simultaneously consumed by those who buy advertisement time. The production-

consumption process is thus to be understood as a reciprocal procedure. Consumption and 
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production can be described as a chain where the same act can hold two positions; one 

productive and the other consuming. 

However, not all sociological value theory build explicitly on Marxian concepts. For instance, 

in difference to Marx, Bourdieu (1984) has pointed out that economic capital is merely one 

possible form of value derived from human work. He thereby suggests that all forms of value 

(economic, social, cultural etc.), in fact are different forms of the same phenomenon – symbolic 

capital (Bourdieu, 1984) – which is always produced within the social relations of a group of 

humans. These relations are referred to as a field. The field theory has also been used to analyse 

the value production on social media (Bolin, 2009). Since Bourdieu mainly focused on 

restricted fields of production, such as the fine arts and high fashion industry, Bolin (2009, p. 1) 

argues that he neglected some crucial possibilities enabled by the field theory.  Therefore Bolin 

(2009) has used Bourdieu’s perspective to further explore cultural production in the field of 

digital and popular media. Although not emphasising the exploitation of the social media users 

to the same extent as Fuchs, Bolin’s theoretical conclusions can at large be seen as aligned with 

Fuchs.  

A different approach to this subject is that of the French scholar Jean Baudrillard, (1981). While 

breaking with the production focused Marxian theory, he came to recognize a shift towards a 

consumer society and the centrality of consumption (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010, p. 16). In his 

theory of sign value, Baudrillard (1981, pp. 145-148) seeks to expand upon Marx’ (1954) 

dichotomy use and exchange value by adding a new, more consumer focused value form – sign 

value. The signified value can in relation to use- and exchange value be understood as the 

social status enjoyed when a product is consumed (Bolin, 2011, p. 34; Baudrillard, 1981, p. 41). 

Sign value and exchange value as such can be seen as having a parallel growth (or decline) in 

worth, as a greater exchange value often correlates to a higher social status (Baudrillard, 1981, 

p. 113). However an important difference between sign and exchange value is that sign value 

cannot be accumulated in the same sense that exchange value (or rather capital) can, sign value 

doesn't have the additive component of exchange value (Bolin, 2011, p. 116). It is rather in the 

exclusivity of the commodity that a greater sign value is achieved. So by consuming certain 

signs, a consumer may produce and enjoy social status, while at the same time producing new 

sign value of the object consumed.  
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Prosumption in digital media  

As media consumption, through digital technology, has developed into a more explicitly 

interactive experience consumers utilize the same tools in the process of consuming as they do 

in producing. As such, social media involve consumers in the production process through user-

generated content (Bolin, 2011, pp. 26, 82, 86). The consumer has thereby become a producer 

of value. As Internet researchers Boyd and Ellison (2007, p. 219), among others, has suggested, 

social network services can be seen as a means for production of one’s self. Users constitute 

their identities by public consumption patterns and the organising of associations. Tweeting, 

and other sharing of information, has thereby become part of ones production of identity and 

narrative (Murthy, 2013, pp. 27, 29). The organising of information, such as choosing who one 

follows and with what artefacts one associates, defines one’s online persona, signalling to 

others your associations (Hogan, 2010; Boyd & Ellison, 2007, pp. 211, 220).  

As Dhiraj Murthy (2013, p. 7) has suggested, one may differ between social network sites on 

the one hand and social media sites on the other. A social network site shares connections, and 

its posting reach is limited within this network (see also: Boyd & Ellison, 2007, p. 211), while 

social media creates content that is free for all to access, not just its users or users within a 

certain network. In this regard the study object of this paper – Twitter – is both a social media 

site and a social network (Murthy, 2013, p. 11). Twitter is a social media platform that allows 

all of its users to post and read all of its content, unless it's set private by the user (twitter.com, 

2015), while they can also follow certain tweeters for instant relevant updates. This makes it a 

relevant platform to observe compared to other social network platforms such as Facebook. 

Marwick and Boyd (2010, p. 115) argues that, on social media platforms such as Twitter where 

posting goes beyond a certain network, users tweet with an imagined audience in mind. The 

imagined audience moulds the posts content according to who the author believes will read it. 

The audience is however entirely fictional. The gap between the users’ imagined audience and 

the real readers’ leads back to the necessity of organisational work; in order to affirm his or her 

online persona, the user will need to sort out the real readers, re-affirming the accounts persona. 

Again, consumption of media can be viewed as a twofold activity, where the user produces 

information and organisation as he or she consumes and organises media artefacts.  

The presence of interactive media has also put emphasis on another aspect of the production of 

value: nonhumans. As media artefacts react towards the behaviour of the consumer, and are 
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perceived by humans as fellow actors, they can be said to have become a part of the field, (in 

the sense of Bourdieu [1984]) or production process (in Marx’ [1954] sense) in which value is 

produced. Their position as means of production has thus become more ambiguous as 

technology becomes autonomous in its conduct. This has made some researchers question the 

idea of human kind as the subject of technological development (Kittler, 2009). Some go as far 

as saying technology, rather than humans, should be viewed as the subject of history (Kittler, 

2009). Thereby, focus has changed from human to human communication, into human-

computer and computer-computer communication. 

As a result of this development, media researchers such as Atle Mikkola Kjøsen (2013) have 

suggested that Marxist value theory in the digital age must reconsider some of its core 

concepts. Kjøsen (2013) suggests that a modern Marxian concept of value must stretch beyond 

the concepts of labour, production and class consciousness, to rather focus on value form, 

circulation and program-ability. Thus, humans must leave their privileged position as the only 

value producers in the Marxist framework. Such development opens up for a radically new 

economic logic, stretching beyond what is today known as capitalist economy. In the following 

chapter we describe how the concept of production (that is productive consumption) can be 

incorporated into our methodological approach, and how this connects with Bruno Latour’s 

(2005) Actor Network Theory.  

Our methodological approach  

As previously stated, the purpose of this paper is to investigate how nonhuman actors are 

related to value as a by-product of identity producing organisational work. To approach this we 

use the theoretical perspective of Actor Network Theory (ANT) as it is defined by the French 

philosopher and sociologist Bruno Latour (2005). In difference to other perspectives within the 

frames of ANT, such as Michel Callon (1995) and John Law (1998) etc. Latour provides tools 

that allows us to view our data as elements of representation, reducible through a chain of 

elements. 

As a predecessor of the modern Actor Network Theory, Latour (2001) has pointed out the 

classical sociologist Gabriel Tarde (1890). A core concept in Tarde’s philosophy is that of 

“imitation”. Drawing from Leibnitz’ (2010) theory of monads, Tarde suggests that every 

phenomenon is to be viewed as a gradual chain of imitation, where the real actors are not 

humans, or groups, but rather much smaller entities that in turn build what we experience as 
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actors – monads. Thereby, any object or phenomenon is to be seen as an act of imitation of 

another. For instance, an oven is an imitation of a fire, a drinking glass is an act of imitation of 

a cupped hand and so forth. Through this approach, Tarde (1890) meant to eliminate the 

distinction between object and subject, between who acts and what is acted upon. As objects are 

able to imitate human behaviour, anything that has a social implication can also be said to be a 

social actor. Since every procedure can be said to be social, the very concept of society and the 

“social” thereby becomes irrelevant. 

Latour (2001) agrees with Tarde (1890), and suggests that sociologists must also take 

“nonhumans” into account in their research. Instead of viewing artefacts merely as the outcome 

of human action, Latour (2005) suggests that objects are to be seen as crystallized performances 

– actions in physical form. Any artefact is therefore simultaneously an action, representing a 

certain moral, theory, ideology or intention. Hence in its ideological or theoretical qualities the 

design of artefacts must be assessed as a social actor. This also counts for the process of 

producing knowledge and science; the design and qualities of the artefacts used in the process 

will, as well as human researchers, have implications for the knowledge that is being 

produced.   

However, it is primarily on another concept – that of The circulating reference (1999) – that the 

study’s theoretical perspective relies. This concept is concisely formulated in Latour’s essay 

with the same name (1999). In this essay, or rather – photo montage – the author joins a 

scientific team of pedologists, botanists and soil experts to document how they gradually 

produce a scientific theory on the alleged expansion of a rainforest. Latour (1999) shows how a 

seemingly abstract process of transformation from matter into theory in fact is a chain of 

material stages linked to each other though the researchers’ organisational work. To give this 

process a universal form, Latour (1999, p. 70) suggests a model that illustrates the 

transformation from the original reference (the thing “in itself”) to the “theoretical” outcome of 

the research (knowledge). This model (Figure 1) is presented below: 
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Figure 1: Circulating reference (Latour, 1999, p. 70) 

As the model illustrates every element of representation (that is, for instance, a chart of 

statistics, a graph etc.) represents both form and matter. Matter, because it is material, and form, 

because it is the form of the previous element. The model illustrates how matter and form are 

separated by a gap. To fill this gap, a certain amount of work is demanded. Work, in this sense, 

means to organise associations. That is, the work demanded to make the reference of the 

original reference transform into new “forms” is in fact just a reduction of matter. However, to 

reduce matter into form takes for someone to select and organise which associations that will be 

furthered within this chain. The scientific process can in this way be described as a process of 

selection and organisation.  

This can be likened to the prosumption concept used by value theorists such as Fuchs. Fuchs, 

(2014, p. 260) argues that work should be regarded as a twofold process, where something is 

being consumed in order to be produced and reappear in a new form. Since social media users 

organise material on the web in a similar fashion as scientists organise reality into a 

comprehensible form we will further on refer to the work that turns matter into form as 

prosumption. However, when the more practical aspects of prosumption are emphasised we use 

the term organisational work.   

As previously stated, Latour (1999) argues that objects can be seen as active co-producers in 

this process. Not only human actors, but any technology with a sorting mechanism can perform 

the organisational work that is demanded to reduce matter into new form. This has a crucial 

implication for our study. Latour (2005) states that objects are not only physical matter, but are 

as well imbued with intention. Even though this intention must be decoded in order to be given 
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meaning, it still has implication for the course of the events in which they operate. In Latour’s 

(1999) example case of the alleged expansion of the rainforest, this means that the process of 

organising the forest can be executed by a shelf with labels for plants, or a machine sorting 

different kinds of soil. For our project, on the other hand, it means that we view the hashtag’s 

sorting algorithm as a nonhuman organiser of information. In other words, we view the 

algorithms that present the top tweets of the hashtag, in the same way as Latour views the 

position of the sorting shelf in the Boa Vista case.  Thus, instead of applying it to the scientific 

process, we adapt Latour’s perspective to conceptualize how the original reference of an event 

moves through multiple forms on social media, transported by the work of its users and other 

actors. 

Although we have now incorporated the prosumption concept into Latour’s model, it still lacks 

a sophisticated conceptualization of how this is related to the production of identity. In order to 

apply Latour’s model to the case of social media, it needs to be extended with a more explicit 

reference to the practice of identity production. Latour’s model describes how matter is turned 

into form, and how the form later represents the matter of another process. We wish to enable a 

more sophisticated conceptualisation of the different positions an artefact takes in the process 

of producing identity, extending beyond the concepts of form and matter. For this reason we use 

the concepts of performance, interpretation and presentation as suggested in Öhman (2015). 

The concepts represent three possible positions that an artefact can take in the process of the 

online presentation of self (Öhman, 2015). The first concept – performance – refers to an initial 

event or post, which appears in the shape of a digital artefact. This is, in the next step 

interpreted by peer users who post the same artefact, but with a different caption. In the last 

stage the original poster presents his or her original performance through a presentation of the 

other users’ interpretation. 

As the presentation and the interpretation are also a form of performances the process is 

repeated as new users will interpret the initial user’s presentation. The concepts can thus not be 

completely separated, but rather work as Latour’s (1999, p. 70) concepts of matter and form – 

the same artefact is simultaneously the form of one stage, and the matter for the next. From this 

perspective the production of identity on social media appears as a cyclical process where the 

original performance is interpreted by an audience whose interpretive artefacts are then 

organised and presented by the original performer. As stated by previous research (Boyd & 
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Ellison, 2007; Fuchs, 2014; Murthy, 2013) identity on social media is primarily expressed 

through the user’s organising of artefacts. 

Viewing the transportation of reference – the movement from matter and form – in Latour’s 

model (Figure 1) as a dialectical dialogue where users interpret and present each other’s tweets 

makes it more compatible with studies of social media. By adding the concept of prosumption 

we further amend it to fit the context of social media. Thus, to sum up; we use the concept of 

the circulating reference to approach the transportation of an original reference throughout a 

network. The prosumption (organisational work) that links the elements of representation 

together is approached with the concepts of performance, interpretation and presentation. 

Analytical procedure and data collection  

To give concrete form to our arguments we have selected a specific case as the basis of our data 

collection – the Swedish hashtag rockasockorna (twitter.com 2015). #rockasockorna (translates 

to #rockthesocks) was a social media campaign held Mars 20, 2015 and was primarily 

organised on Twitter in Sweden. The campaign was arranged by a 10-year-old girl, Nathea, in 

honour of her Down syndrome diagnosed sister. Being interviewed by national television 

(svt.se, 2015) and some of Sweden’s top newspapers (aftonbladet.se, 2015; expressen.se, 2015) 

Nathea challenged every school and workplace in the country to, for a day, wear socks of two 

different colours as a celebration of human diversity. Although the campaign was inspired by an 

American initiative (twitter.com, 2015), the Swedish version managed to raise far more 

attention, relatively speaking, than its American predecessor. 

There are a several reasons as to why #rockasockorna fits the criteria of this project. (1) As a 

limited time frame event the campaign allows us to collect a high concentration of relevant data 

within a manageable time frame and with little cost. Or, expressed differently, the campaign 

meets the limits of the project’s budget2. (2) The clear definition of the study object, and its 

limited lifespan, also facilitates ethnographic studies, since we do not need to put effort into 

defining its limits to the same extent as larger ethnographic projects require (Boyd & Ellison, 

2008, p.29). This also means (3), that the impact of individual users is easier to measure and 

detect in the graphs; when participators are relatively few, individual performances are more 

2 The data collected was purchased from a hashtracking service (hashtracking.com). This in effect means 
that using a more popular hashtag would result in a larger data collection and price beyond this project’s 
budget. 
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likely to significantly impact the course of the hashtag as the limited frames of the campaign 

also puts individual users in a more intimate relation to the hashtag. Users and hashtag enter a 

reciprocal relationship where the users to a greater extent influences the content of the hashtag 

as well as the hashtag influences the content of the user’s profile.  

However, choosing this case also comes with some disadvantages. Since the event was located 

in Sweden all the qualitative material consists of Swedish texts. Therefore the content cannot be 

communicated solely with screen shots but must be translated into English. Even though this 

may seem as a major drawback we consider the benefits of having a case with a limited number 

of actors and posts to exceed the disadvantage. Another problem is that some of the most 

influential individual tweets using the hashtag are now erased by their posters due to their 

controversial standpoints. This complicated some of our qualitative observations, but should 

not have any significant implications for our results. 

Presentation and analytical procedure  

As with our theoretical perspective, the study’s methodological approach is inspired by 

Latour’s (1999) concept of the circulating reference. In his essay The circulating reference, 

Latour (1999) uses images as a way to illustrate a gradual transformation of a material. The 

images represent different stages in the gradual transformation. They are thereby, step by step, 

illustrating how a complex and incomprehensible matter is turned into a universal and 

applicable theory or model. This procedure can be said to serve as a model for our analysis. 

Throughout the process, we work and organise the material until it reveals its general 

mechanisms, and universality. We are thereby not analysing by abstraction but by reduction (in 

a similar sense as Latour, [1999, p. 66]); the material is not turned from being concrete to 

abstract, but from one material form into another. More specifically this means that the case of 

#rockasockorna is analysed by a gradual reduction of the data, where a statistical material is 

gradually transformed into a generalized model. 

The gradual reduction of the data described above can, in our case, be divided into seven 

separate steps, here listed as A to G. As presented in the list below, these steps can, in turn be 

divided into three sections; a quantitative, a qualitative and a conceptual. 
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Quantitative  

A. Graphs and statistical material  

B. List of most influential users  

Qualitative  

C. The most influential users’ narrative  

D. The narrative as a transportation of reference 

Conceptual 

E. The chain as a cyclical process   

F. The chain as Latour’s circulating reference  

G. The subtraction of the case – a general model  

In the first section, (steps A-B) the statistical material is used to illustrate the development of 

the hashtag’s reach, and thereby to visualise the general narrative in which the rest of the 

material is situated. The statistical analysis also represents a list of the most influential users, 

two of which are the subject of our further analysis. In the second, qualitative section (steps C-

D), we continue to analyse these cases by writing them into coherent narratives. These 

narratives are then reduced into a single chain of elements. This chain represents one example 

of the transportation of reference (Latour, 1999) in the network. 

In the final section, the conceptual (steps E-G), we reduce this chain by applying our theoretical 

perspectives. As a final reduction we subtract the actual case, the examples from 

#rockasockorna. This leaves us with only the generalities of the case. That is, we reduce the 

specific links in the chain into a pattern, a universal mechanism. We have thereby reduced the 

material into a generalized model, applicable to other cases than this particular hashtag. Below, 

we present the methods of data collection for the three sections and our practical procedures in 

the analysis. 
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Data collection and practical procedure  

The data collection of the analysis’ three sections is mainly based on two different methods; 

one quantitative and the other qualitative. The conceptual section is based on the same material 

as the two former. In addition to the description of our methods some potential drawbacks and 

risks are also presented before the results are presented. Below follows the exposition of our 

methods of data collection and the practical procedures.  

Quantitative data  

To collect relevant data and to illustrate the development of the hashtag’s network, we have 

used the program Hashtracking (hashtracking.com, 2015). Hashtracking provides numerous 

analytical measurements and variables on hashtag networks. Among many others, it presents 

graphs, illustrations, tables and a number of lists of users who in various ways contribute to the 

hashtag. Although this solution is primarily designed to meet the demands of corporate interests 

it also fits the criteria of this study. Below, some of the most central statistical concepts and 

measurements of the study are presented. 

Operationalisation of the concept of value 

Below we present three key measurements, which serves as an operationalisation of the concept 

of value in our study. The measurements describe the hashtag’s value as measured through user 

activity, and are selected from a number of options presented by Hashtracking.  

Reach 

Hashtracking defines this variable as: ”the number of unique individuals who received timeline 

deliveries of hash tagged messages from the top three tweeters with the greatest unique reach. 

Because the same users may receive multiple timeline deliveries, measuring reach as well as 

timeline deliveries allows you to better understand the true spread of your message.” 

(hashtracking.com, 2015). 

Timeline deliveries 

Hashtracking defines this variable as ”the total possible number of times someone could have 

viewed a particular message. We use the follower count of the original tweeter and add the 

followers of any retweeters to generate the total number of timeline deliveries for each and 
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every hashtagged tweet.” (hashtacking.com, 2015). As such, this key figure should be regarded 

as a measurement of audience labour (Smythe, 1960). That is, it measures the number of users 

that have processed the hashtag. Even though these users may not react to it, the absence of 

reaction is in itself a decision that demands work from the users in terms of organising what is 

and what is not worth reacting to in their individual feeds. This measurement can therefore be 

said to serve as an operationalization of the concept of value as defined by Fuchs (2014) and 

Bolin (2011). 

Most influential user 

Hashtracking defines this key measurement as “the most popular tweeters associated with a 

Hashtag. The Most Popular list calculates the top participants in a hashtag as the sum of two 

numbers: the total number of hashtagged messages directed @ them (@mentions), plus the 

total number of Retweets (RTs) of their content. […] In certain cases you may see "ghosts" in 

the most popular list. These "ghosts" are individuals who are frequently mentioned, even 

though they themselves were not contributors to the hashtag”3 (hashtracking.com, 2015). The 

most influential users can thus be said to be those with the biggest impact on the Y-axis of the 

graphs of timeline deliveries.  

The reach of a tweeter and the timeline deliveries of a tweet can also be understood as the 

potential of one individual tweet’s value generation. Further reach makes retweeting more 

likely since a greater number of accounts prosume the tweet. As retweeting is an essential part 

of Twitters snowballing potential (Murthy, 2013, p. 135) a tweet posted from a platform with 

high reach is more likely to be prosumed through a greater amount of organisational work than 

a tweet originated from a platform of lower reach. 

The variables of reach and timeline deliveries are primarily used to give a visual illustration of 

the development presented with graphs. The graphs show the general narrative in which the rest 

of the material is sited and thus function as a “map” and a timeline. In step B, the graphs are 

reduced into its two most influential users – the two individual cases with the biggest influence 

3 Example: 
A contributor with 160 mentions + 53 retweets would have a Mentions + Retweets number of 213. A contributor 
with 73 mentions and 12 retweets would have a Mentions + Retweets number of 85. The contributor with Mentions 
+ Retweets of 213 would be considered more popular than the contributor with 85 Mentions + 
Retweets.(Hashtracking.com, 2015) 
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on the Y- axis in the graphs. These users are also those who are subject to our qualitative 

research. 

Qualitative data 

The qualitative data is collected through ethnographic observations of the users’ online 

activities, with focus on their conduct during the time of the hashtag. In total, 22 hours of 

observations were conducted, resulting in about 40 images and additional field notes, which 

were then further reduced into a presentable form. As Hine (2009) has pointed out, 

ethnographical studies on the web is constantly facing the risk of losing the definition of its 

limits. Therefore images were collected to limit the material into a comprehensible form, which 

enables closer analysis. To further reduce the material the images and notes were organised into 

a linear narrative, presented through visual and textual form.  

Ethical aspects  

As the Swedish Science Council (Vetenskapstådet, 2015) states, there is still little consensus on 

the ethical guidelines of online research. For this study we mainly base our ethical approach on 

the guidelines suggested in The Association of Internet Researchers’ Ethical decision-making 

and Internet research (Markham & Buchanan, 2012). However, as stated by other Internet 

researchers, such as Bruns, et. al.: 

Twitter messages are guaranteed to have been published to the Internet at large, 

at least technically, and archiving them in the course of research activities is 

therefore substantially less problematic, especially where hashtagged 

conversations about major public events are concerned. (Bruns, et. al. 2011, 

p.13) 

This is in agreement with Twitters own privacy policy (twitter.com, 2015), which states that 

content published on their site, unless using their privacy settings, is regarded as public. We 

agree with this approach, and thus regard any activity on social media sites as a public action. 

Hence, we do not separate the accounts of the more publicly known users from the private 

ones. The users who appear in the study have not been asked for their consent, neither are they 

made anonymous, since the hashtag is still publicly available on Twitter and is available for 

anyone to research. Despite our stance towards the ethical use of public content, we ensure that 

no private information on the users’ is presented if it does not have a significant connection to 

our case. 
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Results and analysis  

As stated in the previous chapter, the results are presented in three major sections. In the first 

section (Quantitative results) the statistical data is presented through graphs provided from the 

hashtracking service (hashtracking.com, 2015) to give an overview of the hashtag’s general 

development and present an analysis of the most influential users, identified through the 

quantitate data. These graphs also gives an illustrative effect of when the organisational work 

has taken place and helps us affirm that we target the right timeframe for our qualitative 

analysis. 

In the second section we continue to present the qualitative results through a narrative that is 

reduced into a chain of elements. In the third and final section, the conceptual, we apply the 

study’s theoretical perspectives. 

Quantitative results  

Below follows the two steps of the quantitative section, stage A and stage B. In the first stage 

we present the general development of the hashtag’s value as two graphs. When the larger 

picture is set, we continue into stage B where the two most influential actors are defined by 

statistical analysis.  

Graphs and statistical material (Step A)  

The graphs below (Figure 2 and Figure 3) illustrate the development of the hashtag’s reach and 

timeline deliveries. As the curves show the reach is concentrated to a relatively short peak 

period at 3/20 10 AM. Two smaller peaks appear in the graph half a day before the actual 

campaign, as well as a few re-actualizations approximately 2 and 3 days after. The second most 

significant peak is the one taking place at 3/21, 11 AM (see Figure 2). The gap between the 

number of tweets and reach shows that few users with a relatively high individual reach have 

entered the network and thereby influenced the curve. 
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Figure 2, Contributors Summary (hashtracking.com, 2015) 

 

Figure 3, Activity Summary (hashtracking.com, 2015) 

As a highly limited time frame event we may presuppose that few other factors than the 

previous promotion of the hashtag4  influence the number of users who actually participate in 

the campaign (by posting images of their socks). The date is set beforehand and accumulation 

of participants is not expected as users are unlikely to change their socks during the day. Yet, it 

is possible that procedures within the development, independent on the previous promotion of 

the hashtag, influence its reach. This means that individual users of the hashtag may start 

debates and cause further spread though users who only use the hashtag to debate, rather than to 

4 I.e. Nathea’s announcement with the pre peak, before the main peak in the graph. 
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make a statement through their socks. Even though the reach variable, to some extent is 

dependent on the number of actual users of the campaign, it is not a linear relation.  

List of most influential users (Step B) 

The larger development of the hashtag, represented by the graph, in turn consists of multiple 

smaller procedures, or narratives, all of which participates in its spread and thus in the 

production of value. To more closely investigate the process, the next section focuses on the 

two cases with the largest impact on the value production. These two cases will be analysed to 

expose how the value generating work is conducted in consort with the hashtag. 

We base our analysis on the two users listed by Hashtracking (hashtracking.com, 2015) as the 

most influential users; Swedish comedian and author Jonas Gardell (twitter.com, 2015) and 

private tweeter Emma Andersson (twitter.com, 2015) and use the previously presented graphs 

to reaffirm their influence in the timeline. The reach and peak of the hashtag can in part be 

explained by account @Jonas_Gardells’ entry with the most retweeted post within the hashtags 

data collection. While the recurring smaller peaks to follow is likely the result of the ongoing 

discussion of account @eemmaeemma’. While finally the reach peak at 3/21 is most likely the 

result of @Jonas_Gardells’ retweet of @ExpressenKultur’ tweet exposing them to its much 

larger network.   

These are the users with the highest number of retweets and highest number of hashtag 

messages directed to them and their influence match the timeline on the graphs. Their position 

as the top users of the network also means that @Jonas_Gardell and @eemmaeemma are likely 

to be those who are the most re-mediated by the hashtag’s algorithm as “top tweets” and are 

thereby the two users closest associated with the hashtag’s brand and the campaign itself. In the 

following section we look closer at the contextual background and the procedures in which 

@Jonas_Gardell and @eemmaeemma produced content to the hashtag.  

Qualitative results  

We now proceed with step C and D. In the first step, the two users’ activity on the hashtag is 

presented as a coherent narrative. This narrative is further reduced in step D, where we describe 

this narrative as a linear chain.  
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The first case consists of comedian Jonas Gardell, well known from Swedish media and 

influential within the Swedish HBT5 movement. His account @Jonas_Gardell, is among the 

most active and influential on Swedish Twitter, making it likely that its interaction on any 

subject would have made an impact. 

The second case consists of the tweeter Emma Andersson’s account @eemmaeemma, who 

reacts upon a tweet by @ladydahmer, an account belonging to a Swedish blogging personality 

and feminist calling herself Lady Dahmer. Lady Dahmer is a public debater and columnist who 

often deliver bold and provocative comments on political events. On her personal website Lady 

Dahmer (ladydahmer.nu, 2015) presents herself as “Non-officious, rude, and unshaven loud 

mouth. Shameless feminist and socialist”6. 

The cases chosen here are further presented with the perspective of the account as an actor. 

Meaning they will further primarily be referred to by their account names; @Jonas_Gardell, 

@eemmaeemma and @ladydahmer, as it is the account’s impact and interaction on Twitter that 

hold the primary interest of this study. While the personalities behind the accounts are present 

in the narrative, what we can see and follow is the account itself and the interaction of the 

online persona.  

The most influential users’ narratives (Step C) 

@Jonas_Gardell 

The account @Jonas_Gardell is, as previously shown in the statistical analysis, the most 

influential user of the hashtag. In this step follows an extract of how the account 

@Jonas_Gardell and the hashtag rockasockorna interact throughout their association, spanning 

over several media platforms. 

Shortly after Nathea posted her original #rockasockorna post it was picked up by the general 

media as a news broadcast on Swedish television (svt.se/nyheter, 2015). This brought additional 

attention to the hashtag and likely shaped the results of the interaction of the hashtag as it 

continued to evolve on twitter.  

5 Homosexual, Bisexual and Transgendered 
6 Our translation  
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On Mars 20 1.31AM @Jonas_Gardell made its first tweet related to the topic and connected 

itself to #rockasockorna (Figure 4). The tweet showed Gardell’s feet wearing a red and a green 

sock accompanied by the text: “Det jag är, är något värt. Mitt liv är ett liv värt att leva!”, What I 

am, is worth something. My life is a life worth living!7. The post is the most favoured and 

retweeted in the case and was not only a tweet showing its support for the movement but could 

also be interpreted as having a social and political statement by its choice of colours for its 

socks. Green being associated by the Swedish environmental party and red representing 

socialist parties. The two colours combined are often associated with the softer, humanitarian 

sides of politics where human rights are valued above economic factors making it a political 

statement of @Jonas_Gardell’s persona. 

 

Figure 4 (twitter.com, 2015) 

Shortly after this another tweet followed from @Jonas_Gardell where the tweets of account 

@Erik_Helmerson where criticized for their negative view of the #rockasockorna. This resulted 

in account @Erik_Helmerson deleting its original tweets and later, in two tweets followed 

reverting the opinions of the previously posted and apologizing for them. It should also be 

noted that these tweets aren’t directed towards the account @Jonas_Gardell even though they 

can be quite clearly linked as an ongoing discussion. Instead they are mediated through the 

#rockasockorna, making the means of interaction towards Twitter as an imagined audience and 

not towards the account @Jonas_Gardell. Account @Erik_Helmersson perception of its 

imagined audience has changed with the interaction of account @Jonas_Gardell (Figure 5). The 

re-evaluation process of the accounts persona can here be seen as a clash of what it first 

believed its readers would like to read based on its current persona. As it progressed into a 

7 Our translation   
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bigger network a re-evaluation through organisational work was needed to re-affirm its 

persona. 

Figure 5 (twitter.com, 2015) 

Before the apologetic tweets were posted, @Jonas_Gardell had announced a collaboration with 

@ExpressenKultur by posting a tweet presenting an article @Jonas_Gardell had written on 

their website 8(expressen.se, 2015). The event and hashtag was now transpired into yet 

another platform and the articles content was in part based on the events that had previously 

taken place on twitter and was also updated as account @Erik_Helmerson updated its posts. 

The tweet posted by @Jonas_Gardell was in this process also tweeted by @ExpressenKultur, as 

a makeshift retweet9 confirming its association with @Jonas_Gardell and also re-posting the 

original image presented on @Jonas_Gardell’s twitter feed of the actual wearing of the socks. A 

few minutes later this was followed by a separate tweet from @ExpressenKultur, containing a 

link to the article previously mentioned. This process was then repeated from 

@ExpressenKultur, where they tweeted an original post containing the information of the 

account @Jonas_Gardell and is in turn retweeted by @Jonas_Gardell. These later three tweets, 

presenting the article and re-affirming the two accounts association by the retweet system, used 

the hashtag to reconnect to the hashtags network (Figure 6). 

8 @ExpressenKultur is the Twitter account of the culture section of a Swedish newspaper. 

9 For the purpose of this paper a makeshift retweet is defined as a retweet that doesn’t use Twitter’s built in 
retweet function, but still makes it clear that it is intended as a retweet. 
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Figure 6 (twitter.com, 2015) 

After the presentation of the article followed, as previously mentioned, the tweets of 

@Erik_Helmerson, but also several other accounts presenting their reaction to the article in 

question. Again, @ExpressenKultur used their makeshift retweeting to affirm the actions of the 

accounts. 

 

Figure 7 (twitter.com, 2015) 

These tweets are numerous and it can be seen that @ExpressenKultur values them by 

constantly connecting its account to their confirmation of the article. The account 

@Jonas_Gardell is in itself not reaffirming any of the re-actions to the article but is given credit 

by links, particularly in the tweets made by @ExpressenKultur that ads @Jonas_Gardell’s 

account link even if it was missing in the original tweet when making their makeshift retweets 
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(Figure 7). The organisational process taking part here contributes both to @Jonas_Gardell’s 

and to @ExpressenKultur’s personas. 

Among these tweets (Figure 7) is the account @SvDownföreningen (Swedish Down Syndrome 

association10) which is interesting in itself by that it's confirmation of the article isn't retweeted 

(other than by @ExpressenKultur´s makeshift retweet) or given much attention in the network. 

This could in part be due to its very neutral tweet that only links the article and doesn't in itself 

say anything of what @SvDownföreningen thinks about the article and its lack of the hashtag 

#rockasockorna. So while it holds value to @ExpressenKultur to connect to 

@SvDownföreningen, its value in the network would likely have been higher if had been 

directly connected to the hashtag to enjoy a further spread. 

By reviewing all of the posts we can consistently see as well that the tweets containing the 

#rockasockorna is being retweeted to a greater extent that tweets not bound to the hashtag. 

Except one post, the first one by @Jonas_Gardell (Figure 6). So it seems that the hashtag has a 

central role for the reach of the tweets, but it can also be explained by the size of the accounts 

follower base. 

@eemmaeemma 

In difference to @Jonas_Gardell, the account @eemmaeemma does not hold any public 

position, nor does it have a large platform (887 followers, 11,2 thousand tweets [twitter.com, 

2015]) to spread its messages. Normally, its tweets consider everyday semi political events, 

such as judicial or police force scandals, provocative articles and so forth. Aligned with its 

previous content, its contribution to the #rockasockorna hashtag is also a reaction towards 

another account. 

Early in the development of the campaign negative reactions began to occur. Most significant 

of these reactions is a tweet by the account @ladydahmer. 7:50 AM, when the reach of the 

hashtag has not yet fully developed, @ladydahmer criticizes the campaign with a post 

rhetorically asking: “Are you telling me that my feed will be filled with peoples disgusting ugly 

feet today? All day?” (Figure 8). Even though @ladydahmer’s post is explicitly directed 

10 Our translation  
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towards the hashtag the post does not include it in the message and is thus yet not a part of its 

network. 

However, since Lady Dahmer’s tweet did not include the hashtag, it does not get drawn into the 

network until 5 PM when another account – @eemmaeemma – posts a screen print of Lady 

Dahmer’s tweet with a comment saying: “Holy shit, what a horrid person? Defending sweaty 

armpits, but when a little girl takes initiative to #rockasockorna … ”11 (Figure 8). Now, 

everyone who follows #rockasockorna’s feed can see it and respond to it. Soon, 

@eemmaeemma’s caption of @ladydahmer’s tweets is retweeted 86 times and favourite 

marked 107 times, making it one of the most influential artefacts in the #rockasockorna 

network. 

 

Figure 8: @eemmaeemma’s comment on @ladydahmer’s original post, (twitter.com, 2015)  

To fully understand the dynamics of the following events requires a closer interrogation of 

@ladydahmer as a digital persona. The intentionally provocative personal brand has created a 

network around account @ladydahmer’s Twitter profile. The network consists of 15,800 

followers (Twitter.com, 2015). The extensive pace of posting also out to contribute to her 

position as the centre of attention for many debates. 

Hence the size of its platform, the account @ladydahmer’s entry to the network of 

#rockasockorna must be viewed, not only as an encounter between individual users but as an 

encounter between two separate networks, linked together by @eemmaeemma’s retweet 

11 Our translation  
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(Figure 8). This creates a dynamic relationship within #rockasockorna. Some users do support 

@ladydahmer’s post, whereas others are opposed to it. 

This dynamic can be seen as caused by @ladydahmer’s attempt to suggest an alternative 

definition of the identity of the #rockasockorna campaign. Breaking the consensus, by 

criticizing the campaign, blurs its identity and thus more work is demanded to re-establish the 

hashtag’s identity as a positive event. Prosumers of the hashtag must then organise and choose 

which interpretation of the hashtag to identify with. By remediating an inappropriate reaction to 

the campaign, the users who retweet @eemmaeemma’s post also statues what is an appropriate 

reaction.  

@emmaeemma’s encounter with @ladydahmer results in a short debate between the two. The 

replies in this debate are also subject to retweeting and other attention connected to the hashtag. 

However, shortly after, account @ladydahmer “blocks” @eemmaeemma, and thus puts an end 

to the debate. This however does not prevent the discussion from continuing on each side. 

Since @eemmaeemma has taken a picture and not a retweet of @ladydahmer’s tweet Dahmer 

cannot prevent its further spread. 

By looking at @eemmaeemma’s case it can be seen how value is generated in the struggle that 

ensues as two networks are combined. As @ladydahmer’s followers are added to the network 

of the hashtag rockasockorna the followers of #rockasockorna and @ladydahmer is places in a 

struggle over the evaluation of the hashtag where each follower is performing its own 

production of self as it sides with either opinion. 

The bigger picture of the cases 

In these two cases we can see a couple of common factors emerging. First, the function of the 

act of retweeting, and secondly the users’ presentation of self within the media platform. In 

both cases (@eemmaeemma and @Jonas_Gardell) the initial posts where the most retweeted in 

each case, making them both the most retweeted posts in the hashtag’s studied lifespan, with 86 

retweets for @eemmeemma (Figure 8) and 114 retweets for @Jonas_Gardell (Figure 4). As 

previously mentioned the act of retweeting is a key function for Twitter accounts to reach users 

beyond their own immediate network connections (Murthy, 2013, p. 135) and as these retweets 

connect different networks, an extensive amount of organisational work is required, both for the 

individual users to re-affirm and establish their self, and for the hashtag as its value is being re-

evaluated by the new actors.  
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In both of the narratives we can see how the hashtag takes an active part in determining the 

value of user content. As the hashtag presents content to consume for the prosumers, they are 

presented with the most popular tweets by the hashtag, in this case @Jonas_Gardell and 

@eemmaeemma’s tweets. The organisational work performed by the hashtag has an impact on 

how itself, in turn, is prosumed. As seen above linking tweets to the hashtag gives the tweet 

further potential to be prosumed outside the accounts personal reach. Making the hashtag an 

active part in the popularity of the tweets but also an active part of snowballing 12 the hashtag 

itself. 

The process of re-confirmation can be exemplified by the interactions of @Jonas_Gardell and 

@ExpressenKultur. In this case, we can see how the collaboration between the associated 

accounts share a mutual benefit through the process of tweeting and retweeting. As this 

interaction proceed, both @Jonas_Gardell and @ExpressenKultur can be seen as creating and 

affirming their account persona. Each time the accounts acknowledge each other’s posts and 

create ties towards each other, they acknowledge their agreement towards the other account. As 

they take part of each other’s networks, the accounts are now part of a greater value production, 

as each post is prosumed by a greater number of users. 

Re-confirmation, as a strategy of self-production, can also be described through the re-action 

based posting in the case of @eemmaeemma with @ladydahmer or @Jonas_Gardell and 

@Erik_Helmerson. As both of these cases are based on a reaction of one account’s 

interpretation of another account’s original tweet; @eemmaeemma’s interpretation of 

@ladydahmer’s tweet and @Jonas_Gardell’s interpretation of @Erik_Helmerson’s tweets. 

Both of these cases share a common ground in that the hashtag was criticised and the critique 

was then reacted upon by another user. When these networks connect, the struggle that ensues 

determines the further interpretation of the hashtag and they both produce their self in their 

respective reaction towards other accounts’ opinions on the hashtag. This kind of action and re-

action, tweeting and retweeting creates an extensive amount of organisational work and thereby 

value. 

12 By snowballing in this case we mean a tweets or hashtags potential to accumulate greater spread as it’s 
retweeted, and continue to achieve greater spread the more tweets and retweets it accumulates. 
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The narrative as a transportation of reference (Step D) 

We have now seen that the qualitative data, as presented by the cases, can be understood as a 

chronological narrative within the network. As was stated in the narratives the two cases share a 

common denominator in the fact that both @eemmaeemma and @Jonas_Gardell reach their 

position as top tweeters by entering into a conflict with another user. 

As a first step of analysing the narrative of the cases we now present them as reduced into a 

chain of their most basic elements. Although both share the same basic mechanisms, the 

@eemmaeemma case will serve as an example. For the further steps, the @eemmaeemma case 

includes a number of chains of transportation of the original reference (Nathea). However, in 

this example we have chosen one of them to illustrate the further reduction. In this chain of 

elements of representation, every link represents a reorganisation of the original reference 

(Nathea’s initiative).

 

Figure 9: First reduction of the case studies chain of elements. 

The figure above (Figure 9) shows how Nathea’s original initiative is reorganised, or translated, 

into multiple forms.  Nathea’s initiative is translated into SVT’s news clip, which is, in turn, 

translated by @ladydahmer into a critical tweet, @ladydahmer’s statement is mediated by 

@eemmaeemma who chooses to frame it as hypocrisy as @ladydahmer previously supported 

other, more ambiguous initiatives. In the “final13” step, the hashtag presents @eemmaeemma as 

one of its top tweeters, thus associating itself closely with @eemmaeemma. 

To demonstrate that that the same could be said about @Jonas_Gardell, another example is 

given below. In this case the original reference can also be said to start with Nathea’s initiative, 

which is interpreted by SVT and then translated into critical tweet by @Erik_Helmerson. 

@Erik_Helmerson’s tweet is then reacted upon by Gardell, who critically tweets about 

@Erik_Helmerson, a tweet that is presented by the #rockasockorna algorithm as one of the top 

13 In our further analysis we will show that this step is in fact not the final. However, as a limited example the 
chain must be defined with a beginning and an end to make sense. 
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tweets of the campaign.  This chain can be illustrated as follows: 

 

Figure 10: First reduction of the case studies chain of elements. 

Conceptual 

In this section we apply the study’s theoretical perspective to the material.  We thereby mean to 

illuminate how and where digital work is performed in the process and to situate the hashtag's 

position in the particular procedure. However, to do this we need to further reduce the material 

into an even more detailed level. Therefore the conceptual analysis will primarily focus on the 

position of the hashtag in the chain illustrated above. In step E, we limit the chain into its three 

last elements of representation. Since both cases can be reduced to a chain of elements in a 

similar manner, we will proceed with one of the cases. The chain of the case @eemmaeemma 

will further serve as an example to demonstrate the analysis in step F and G, in which Latour’s 

concept of the circulating reference is applied.  

The chain as a cyclical process (Step E)  

As suggested in Öhman (2015) the dialectical movement of an artefact between users can be 

understood with the concepts performance, interpretation and presentation. In this step these 

are applied to conceptualise three specific elements of representation from the @eemmaeemma 

case; (1) @ladydahmer’s post criticising the event, here viewed as a performance. (2) 

@eemmaeemma’s reaction towards @ladydahmer’s tweet, here viewed as an interpretation of 

@ladydahmer’s performance. And finally (3) the last concept (presentation) is applied to 

#rockasockorna-hashtag algorithm’s presentation of @eemmaeemma’s interpretation. The 

chain can thereby be seen as a dialogue between users (and the hashtag) where users present the 

interpretations of each other’s performances. This becomes extra clear in the case of the 

hashtag; it presents how people have interpreted it, by whom and how it is used. As actors 

within the network organises web content, they can therefore be seen as, either performing, 

interpreting or presenting this material. However, as mentioned in our methodological approach 

(see, p. 15), the same action can be said to represent all of the three positions at once. Below is 

an image (Figure 11) showing how the original performance takes on these three different 

positions in different parts of the process: 
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Figure 11, the chain conceptualised with the concepts suggested in Öhman (2015). 

As the presentation also can be understood as a form of performance this creates a cyclic 

movement, where users present themselves though posting other users’ interpretation of their 

performances.  

The chain as Latour’s circulating reference (Step F) 

The process described in the figure above can be further reduced by applying Latour’s (1999, p. 

70) model of the circulating reference.  From the perspective of Latour’s model every step in 

the chain simultaneously holds a position as both matter and form. That is, @ladydahmer’s post 

is the matter of @eemmaeemma’s interpretation, which is thereby giving form to 

@ladydahmer’s post. Yet, @eemmaeemma’s interpretation is in turn matter, when given the 

form of #rockasockorna’s presentation of its top tweets.  

 

Figure 12, Model illustrating the process applied to Latour’s model. 

To bridge the gap between matter and form the associations of the matter must be reorganised 

(Latour, 1999, p. 70). This process demands work, or rather prosumption. For @ladydahmer’s 

performance (matter) to become an interpretation (form), someone need to organise it. Not 

every aspect of the tweet can be covered, it must be reduced. This reduction is largely exercised 

by human prosumption as users present their identities. 
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However, as Latour (1999, p. 67) has suggested, the organisational work that is demanded to 

turn matter into form is not an exclusively human activity. Instruments, machines and other 

technology may as well be a participant in this process. This is also the case of the 

@eemmaeemma chain; in the last stage, the hashtag’s algorithm organises the users’ content 

into a coherent picture, presented as “top tweets”.  This is a type of organisational-, or 

prosumption work, similar to that exercised by the human twitter users when remediating 

artefacts on their walls. A closer discussion on this matter follows later in the text.  

The subtraction of the case – a general model (Step G) 

As a final reduction, the particular case can be subtracted from the model leaving only the 

general mechanisms left (Figure 13). The cases of @eemmaeemma again serves as an example 

and is, in this step, reduced into a model that can be applied to understand the general 

mechanisms of prosumption and the production of value in social networks.  

 

Figure 13, Model illustrating the production of value. 

Nonhuman prosumption   

As our model suggests, the hashtag algorithm has the same function as human prosumption; it 

organises information into a coherent and comprehensible picture. Just as the human users scan 

the web and prosume artefact, so does the hashtag algorithm. Like humans, it prosumes content 

with a connection to its own identity. It thus appears almost as a human, although, a human 

exclusively communicating though retweets. 

Through our cases we can see the process of prosumtion at work, that is; consumption of 

artefacts and information that results in new information and potentially new artefacts being 

produced. For instance, when @eemmaeemma uses @ladydahmer’s tweet to constitute her 
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identity, the original tweet is consumed. This results in a new artefact being produced, – the 

same tweet, with a new caption. But prosumption does not necessitate an active reshaping or 

amending of the original artefact, the mere retweeting of an artefact has the same effect. For 

instance, @Jonas_Gardell’s first post on #rockasockorna was retweeted 114 times. Each of 

these retweets changes the position of the hashtag, giving it new associations to different 

networks, which in turn gives it more views and thus higher value. The meaning of an artefact 

is thus dependent on by who, and by how many it is being used. As stated in the chapter 

Analytical procedure and data collection (see p. 14), even the reach of the tweet must be 

viewed as a measurement of its value. Seeing a tweet on one’s feed demands an active choice 

from the user whether to retweet, favourite or comment. Even the decision to ignore the tweet 

demands a type of work – an assessment of what action is to be considered appropriate. 

Therefore, even the act of viewing the artefact can be regarded as a type of prosumption.  

The hashtag algorithm is involved in such assessments. It needs to assess whether every 

particular hashtagged tweet belongs in the “top tweets” or not, an activity that would take hours 

for a human to conduct. Thus, the hashtag can be said to prosume the tweets as it mediate them. 

It consumes them in order to compile them into a coherent narrative that represents the image 

of the hashtag. The hashtag is therefore humanlike, not only because the result of its 

organisational work is similar to that of humans, but because it consumes material in a similar 

fashion.  In one regard, all the hashtagged tweets can therefore be said to be produced for the 

purpose of being consumed, primarily by other users, but also by nonhumans such as the 

hashtag algorithm. 

Summary 

As stated in the introduction, the aim of this paper is to investigate how nonhuman actors are 

related to value as a by-product of identity producing organisational work. The research 

question was thus formulated as follows:  

What is the role of hashtags in the process of value producing 

organisational work?  

To answer this question we used an approach inspired by of Actor Network Theory, as 

described by Bruno Latour (1999).  Latour has been the main inspiration of our theoretical, as 

well as our methodological undertakings. The empirical material from #rockasockorna has been 
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studied through a gradual reduction process, the result of which is a model illustrating the 

hashtag’s role in the production of value.   

The reduction process, in which all the empirical material of the study was analysed, was 

conducted through a series of seven steps (step A-G). In the first step we reduced the hashtag 

into a set of statistical measurements. From our measurements we identified that 

@Jonas_Gardell and @eemmaeemma were the two users with the highest influence on the 

hashtag. We also found that, when approached through ethnographic observations, the two 

cases could be described as a chain of elements of representation. In which an original 

reference is transported by the users’ as well the hashtag algorithm’s organisational work. Our 

conceptual analysis of this chain showed that the chain can be described as an ongoing circle of 

identity producing organisational work, where users organise and react to each other’s 

presentations. Furthermore, we also found that this organisational work is partly exercised by 

the hashtag’s algorithm based sorting mechanism.  As the human actors prosume and perform 

organisational work, they reassemble digital artefacts as a way of asserting one’s identity and 

build their digital persona. The same mechanisms can be found in the hashtag’s prosumption of 

user content, when presenting the Twitter function of “top tweets”. It thus becomes difficult to 

separate the hashtag’s nonhuman work from the human work performed by the users of the 

hashtag. 

The result of our analytical procedure, the illustrating model (Figure 13), suggests that value 

can be viewed as the result of the organisational work (or presumption) demanded to transport 

reference within a network. The hashtag takes on a position where it imitates human actors, as 

it organises user content into coherent presentations. As we perceive the work that is needed to 

transport references though the chain of elements as a form of prosumption this means that the 

hashtag algorithm can be said to consume content, in the same sense as human users. The 

hashtag becomes a quasi-consumer for human users to relate to as they post content. In one 

regard content can be said to be produced with the intention of being consumed by the hashtag. 

It thereby steers social interactions, or expressed differently – by prosuming user content it 

actively influences human user prosumption. The result of the study, represented by our 

conceptual model, suggests that nonhuman users participate in online production of value by 

imitating human prosumption work. It thereby influences the course of social procedures and 

the determination of value.  
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Discussion 

We have now stated that digital prosumption work, understood as the organisation of artefacts 

and production of content, is performed by human actors and nonhuman actors alike. Since 

prosumption is a form of consumption-work, the hashtag appears as a quasi-consumer, a 

nonhuman who imitates the prosumption of a human social network user. In the following 

section, we discuss some implications of our result. More specifically, we suggest that social 

networks should be compared with other virtual realities, such as online computer games and 

their use of non-human actors such as mobs 14. Procedures on social network sites are thus the 

outcome of human- as well as nonhuman relations. This has consequences for social networks 

viewed as value producing fields, in Bourdieu’s (1984) sense and inevitably leads us to the 

question of how to nonhuman intelligence relates to Bourdieu’s field theory. 

Furthermore, we continue to discuss how hashtags, viewed as co-producers of social fields 

(Bourdieu, 1984) and quasi consumers of digital artefacts, relates to the existing research within 

Marxist media studies. We argue that the existing literature rarely views nonhumans as 

consumers, but merely as producers. The development of nonhuman intelligence creates a 

situation that encourages expansion and reconsideration of contemporary value theory, 

especially with focus on the consequences of nonhuman consumption. In the bigger 

perspective, this debate opens up for the question of whether capitalism will reach a point 

where human consumption is insufficient to cover the need for economic growth, and if robots 

then may take our place. In the final part of the discussion, we draw attention to some 

limitations of our study. We thereby discuss the limitations of our material as well as the 

reasons for our methodological choices. Also, we motivate the pros of our methods of data 

collection, discuss what was left out and acknowledge why further studies may be needed to 

fully understand the subject. 

The concept of prosumption and contemporary value theory 

To illustrate the hashtag as a quasi-user and its interaction as a nonhuman actor with human 

actors we will here compare its position with the role of another similarly programmed actor in 

another online environment. 

14 A mob, short for mobile (as in contrast to objects such as buildings), is a term used in massive multiplayer 
online games, to define interact able non-player characters populating the virtual environment. 
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As an example we will here use the concept of mobs. That is, nonhuman actors in massive 

multiplayer online computer games. In virtual environments, like computer games such as 

World of Warcraft, players mostly interact with other human players. However, they also share 

this world with the mobs, actors whose behaviour is programmed and determined by the game 

creators. Despite the fact that programmed behaviour excludes the possibility of “free choice”, 

in the conventional sense, there is little difference to human behaviour in its social impact; the 

mobs can speak, cry, laugh and perform many of the tasks that human players can. As humans 

are known to respond to nonhuman behaviour and to humanise its intentions (Latour, 1996) the 

nonhuman actors indeed influence the situations in which they take part. Just like the human 

players, the mobs react in response to the behaviour of human players and thus influence the 

outcome of social situations. Social events are thus created within the relation between human 

and nonhuman actors. The game atmosphere, the procedures and events that happens in the 

game, are dependent on the relation between the human user’s actions and the programming of 

the mobs. 

Massive multiplayer online computer games can be compared with social network sites like 

Twitter. Just like computer games Twitter is a venue partly populated by nonhuman digital 

actors that, as a response to human stimuli, influence the course of events. This creates a social 

environment, a digital field of production of exchange value (Fuchs, 2014, p. 260). As long as 

human actors within the field perceive the nonhuman actors as human, and as long as the 

nonhuman behaviour is similar enough to human interaction, their position in the production of 

value is difficult to separate from that of humans. This illustrates how nonhumans are capable 

of determining something as valuable and worth struggling for. Nonhumans thus take a position 

similar to the human actors within a field, as defined by Pierre Bourdieu’s conceptual 

framework (1984). Clearly, the tradition following Bourdieu has to be reconsidered to face the 

challenges of the digital development, and perhaps, this development exposes theoretical 

ambiguities already existing within Bourdieu’s theory.   

Taking on a more material approach, value produced on social media could be to further 

investigated by Marx’ concept of fixed capital (1954, p. 172). That is, the nonhuman actors’ 

value could be measured by the amount of which physical servers and computers are worn in 

order for it to function. There are indeed physical manifestations of all the work performed by 

the nonhumans, although small in its individual parts. Every time a Twitter user prosume 

content it is mediated through a device that has a limited life span and use up a small part of its 
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lifespan in the process of prosumption. Fuchs (2013, p. 111) uses this Marxist approach and 

argues that the process of using a device such as a computer is in essence a refined process of 

the work performed to produce the device, mining of the minerals, assembly etc. However, 

Marx’ could not have anticipated the existence of digital means of production and it is hence 

possible that his concepts does not apply to the production of value on social media, in the 

same sense that it applies to material industrial production. 

Drawing further from the theories of Marx, Fuchs (2014) also argues that only human work can 

generate value. The Twitter algorithm can from this perspective be understood as a 

communications technology to reduce human labour time, thereby maximizing the amount of 

value generating work (Fuchs, 2013, p. 110). The algorithm can in this sense be said to organise 

human work, but it is also saying that it cannot be the very source of value in itself. The 

nonhuman is from this perspective an organiser of the prosumers labour time. Users have 

formed a social understanding of what to do with the hashtag, and this knowledge has changed 

how human actors perform in the network. The hashtag has become a quasi-user, providing the 

human users with the knowledge of what to do as well as presenting it with the content to 

consume. While the hashtag on one hand provides the prosumers with the necessary content to 

consume and produce from, it also in this sense provides them with the necessary knowledge 

needed in order to produce optimally. 

Both human users and quasi-users are dependent on each other in order for the prosumption 

chain to prosume. The algorithm holds no value without human Twitter's users, as its value lies 

in being consumed by human users and on the other hand the human users are dependent on the 

algorithm for their content to be presented in consumable form. Hence the algorithm as a quasi-

user is an essential part of the generation of prosumption in the network. Users also use the 

hashtag as the face of their imagined audience, making the hashtag both invisible and 

humanized at the same time (case of @Jonas_Gardell, Figure 5). The hashtag thus becomes a 

form of quasi-user both in the form of its human like organisational work and as the face of 

communication in many to many social network environments. 

As such the digital algorithms developed today must be viewed as more than physical machines 

of production, in its classical sense of the term, and viewed in the sense of prosuming. In 

difference to other means of production, digital software does not have a limited duration in the 

same sense that physical means of production have. Software and mathematical algorithms 
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should as such be investigated as active participators in digital production, and their value 

should be measured beyond that of physical means of production. 

Nonhumans in further research 

As algorithms imitating human behaviour become more advanced the work they perform will 

become harder to distinguish from human work. In response to this Latour (1996, p. 6) states 

that it is futile to distinguish human actors from nonhuman actors. This also raises the question 

if nonhuman produced content would hold the same value as human produced content in the 

prosumption process. Atle Kjøsen (2013) has problematized the role of artificial intelligence in 

production of value and argues that the Marx’ concept of value should be expanded on, due to 

the fact that human and nonhuman work is becoming less and less distinct. As technology 

progresses and the distinction between human and nonhuman intelligence becomes blurred so 

does the theories of value generation as a purely human endeavour. 

We therefore recommend that further research should target the question of how to approach 

work performed by nonhuman digital actors. Is their work to be approached as work performed 

by machines, that is, only a refinement of the human work that was originally consumed to 

produce the machine? We stress that this discussion must stretch beyond the realm of machines 

and means of production, in its classical sense of the term. Rather the relevance of software and 

mathematical algorithms must be investigated as active participators in digital production. In 

difference to other means of production, digital software does not have a limited duration in the 

same sense that physical means of production have. Even though, as Fuchs’ has suggested, the 

platforms and devices through which digital work is performed demand raw material and 

industrial labour in forms of minerals, servers etc., the problem of the value of immaterial 

artefacts remains. As the artefact takes on a role similar to that of a human in a value producing 

field its value can no longer be measured purely by it physical components or their wear. 

This then guides us towards a much larger discussion of how the value production of artificial 

intelligence should be perceived. As value is determined and produced socially how does a 

social nonhuman fit into this position? If an artificial intelligence is part of the production 

process of value, can it then also be part of the determination of value? Bourdieu (1984) gives 

us the tools to perceive value as the belief of something as valuable within a field, and let the 

struggle within the field determine its value. If nonhumans are capable of determining 
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something as valuable, and worth struggling for within a field, the perception of value of its 

human participators is likely to change. 

The specifics of the material and what was left out 

In this final part of the discussion we would like to draw the attention to a few drawbacks of 

our investigation in general and some missing spots in the qualitative material in particular. As 

the procedures within the development of the hashtag are highly complex and diverse, every 

aspect cannot be investigated. Hence a vast majority of the aspects, connections and cases are 

excluded from the investigation. This is a natural outcome of our analytical method of 

reduction. Yet, we would here like to point out a few aspects of the material that was not, but 

could have been, included in the analysis. 

First, as a result of our quantitative data collection, a significant feature of the material left out 

by the analysis is the fact that many of the discussions on the content of the hashtag in fact lack 

an explicit reference to it. That is, it is likely that a significant amount of data related to the 

hashtag isn’t using the hashtag as a Twitter function. For instance @ladydahmers tweet 

illustrated in Figure 8 bares a clear, although implicit, reference to #rockasockorna. However 

it’s only recognized as contributing to the production of the hashtag’s value when it is screen 

captured and retweeted with the hashtag by @eemmaeemma. 

It is important however to remember that these outliers in the network still holds value to the 

hashtag. Even though the tweets themselves may not be directly linked to the hashtag, there are 

other forms of linkage for the human users to connect them, such as the follow-function and 

direct user linking with the “@user-function”. Our qualitative observations show that a large 

part of the tweets associated with the network happens “under the radar” of the hashtag sorting 

mechanism, meaning that a lot of content only carries an implicit reference to the event, the 

discussions following both on @ladydahmer and @eemmaeemma walls are examples of this. 

The implicit references make the value and power of a hashtag much more difficult to assess, as 

many discussions lack the keywords and tags that link it to the hashtag. It also highlights the 

importance of qualitative research as a complement for the statistical data. We can therefore 

assume that there are multiple such discussions that were not detected due to the lack of explicit 

reference and even though the algorithms of hashtag evaluation programs such as Hashtracking 

are highly sophisticated they still lack the inquisitorial detection of a human assessor, making 

the qualitative case studies a crucial element of the study. 
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Secondly, with the data collected for the hashtag it’s likely that more cases could be presented 

from this hashtag to further illustrate our point. However it’s also uncertain if they would 

present any new data or if they would simply reaffirm the data collected from the cases studied. 

So, within the time frame limitations of this study we assess the two cases to be sufficient 

material to draw our conclusions from. However, we also acknowledge that further studies 

within the field are needed to further develop the understanding of the study’s general research 

question. 

Thirdly, from the cases presented it seems like a great deal of the accumulated value of a 

hashtag is generated from the struggle of its users within the field. As they post to either put the 

hashtag in a negative or positive context. From this it seems like all acknowledgement of a 

hashtag has a positive effect of its value generation and that conflict within the field generates 

value. This is an intriguing result, but something we in the end (due to time constraints) left as a 

field of further research. 

Conclusion 

The general conclusion of this study is that hashtags actively contribute to the production of 

value by taking the form of quasi consumers. Through the hashtag algorithm’s prosumption of 

user generated content, it organises material into a coherent presentation and thereby generates 

value. The hashtag’s organising of artefacts can be seen as a means of transportation of an 

original reference though multiple elements of representation. Since both humans and hashtags 

help transporting this original reference through the elements of representation, they are both 

active in shaping the outcome of digital events and production of online personas. Thus, 

nonhuman actors are a key part in presenting meaningful data for human users to prosume and 

as such shape the course of what is being produced.  

Our results suggest that digital nonhuman actors consume and organise web material in a 

similar fashion as human users; they select and mediate it in accordance with their 

programming, or expressed differently – with their personality. However, it is not only in the 

result of their prosumption, but also in how they are perceived by human actors, that hashtags 

take on a humanlike position. The qualitative parts of our study suggests that users sometimes 

address the hashtag as if was it a human. With this background we argue that contemporary 

Marxist value theory in the field of media studies should closer investigate the role of 

nonhuman actors as quasi users of social networks. 
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During the 21st century the presence of humanlike actors will most likely continue increase and 

get more sophisticated. The increasing dependence in digital technology is blurring the line 

between tool and user, between the position of humans and nonhumans in the process of 

production. As value is socially produced, and as nonhuman actors are being perceived as 

social in a way similar to that of humans, our concept of value is likely to become a subject of 

change. As value is a social concept and humans shape their understanding of value socially, 

social machines are likely to become a factor of how value is shaped. 

The result of our study imply that theories based on a clear distinction between humans and 

nonhumans have to be expanded upon or reconsidered. Bourdieu (1984) bases his field theory 

on the fact that a group of humans negotiate what is considered as valuable. Marx (1954) bases 

his concept of value on human work as opposed to work performed by animals or machines. 

Such premises are seriously challenged, or at least in need of amendments. As the definition of 

what has historically been argued as exclusively human qualities becomes ambiguous and the 

distinction between human and nonhuman intelligence becomes blurred so does the theories of 

value generation as a purely human endeavour. Previous research has managed to target, and to 

further investigate nonhumans’ role as producers, but tend to neglect another crucial aspect - 

that nonhumans also imitates human consumption behaviour. Apart from our conceptual model 

(Figure 13) illustrating the prosumption of digital artefacts, the aspect of the nonhuman as a 

consumer should be regarded as the main contribution of this study. 
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